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The Zahra Trust’s mission is to aid those suffering from poverty and famine by 
providing basic philanthropic needs, enabling them to survive and develop in the 
future.  The Trust also works on promoting education and spreading the truth 
through media outlets and has established seminars in Najaf. The Zahra Trust 
has founded key bases and contacts in various regions whilst at the same time 
working with existing organisations to fulfil its objectives. The Trust will achieve 
these goals by working in conjunction with other organisations, donor support, 
and establishing bases throughout the world.

M ISSION

A world where everyone has access to the basic necessities 
in life and living self-sufficiently with spiritual development.

VISION

Inspired by the Holy Household(a.s), The Zahra Trust aims 
to assist people in the practices taught by them with the 

principles of our faith.
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لوالک لما خلقت االفالک

‘If it wasn’t for you, we wouldn’t have created the universe.’



Salamun Alaykum, Peace and Blessings be on you all

The Zahra Trust was founded four years ago as a compassionate response to witnessing 

poverty first hand in the Middle East.  It was established as a unique transparent organisation 

that not only assists with aid but also raises awareness for development, humanitarian, and 

spiritual issues.  

Today, by the grace of the Almighty The Zahra Trust has expanded and works in four 

continents and six countries across the globe namely Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq, UK 

and Tanzania.  We work closely with local communities, maraja and specialised NGOs to 

tackle root causes of poverty, suffering, and social injustice.

In the past four years with the support of our generous donors, we have been able to 

aid thousands of individuals.  Our innovative projects have provided some of the world’s 

poorest communities with basic necessities in food aid, clean water, and shelter, along 

with educational and spiritual development. 

In this report, you will discover how The Zahra Trust has used your donations to transform 

the lives of the vulnerable and needy around the world, all of which would not have been 

possible without the continued support of our donors, beneficiaries, partners and staff.

Thank you to everyone who has helped build a more successful future for ALL.

Sheikh Ali Massoumian

Chair to the Board of Trustees

Message from the Chair





Emergency Relief &
Rehabilitation



The Zahra Trust Goal: Assist people in their time of need 
by responding to disasters and providing continued 
support to help them rebuild their lives. 

Emergency
In 2013, The Zahra Trust responded to conflict in 
Quetta, Pakistan where hundreds of families in January 
and February were attacked by militant groups that 
massacred family members. The Zahra Trust used 
partners on the ground to provide emergency relief to 
the shohada’s families.  

Specifically one family that The Zahra Trust is supporting 
is that of 32 year old shaheed Zakir Hussain.  Hussain was a 
hard working family man who had multiple jobs including 
being a watchman at a school and a driver, in order to 
support his wife and four young children including 10 
year old Zaman, 9 year old Danish, 7 year old Masooma, 
and 2 year old Banin. He was sadly massacred on January 
10th 2013, and his family are struggling without him. 
The Zahra Trust has also aided an additional two families 

including Maqsoud, who was injured in the attack and 
lost one eye and one leg. The other family included three 
brothers that were martyred in the blast.  The Zahra 
Trust has distributed food aid to the families including 
daily rations such as tea, flour, rice, beans, and oil etc.  
Furthermore The Zahra Trust has been able to pay three 
months’ rent for shaheed Zakir Hussain’s family and one 
month’s rent for the other families.

Rehabilitation
The Pakistan floods which resulted in 20% of the country 
underwater in 2010, left devastating and lasting effects 
on the poor and vulnerable. Shia Muslims have been 
forced to rebuild their homes on these flood affected 
areas due to its lower costs even though it will be prone 
to damage in the future.  The Zahra Trust has helped 
provide safe housing for these families in addition to 
providing cattle for 40000 families to help generate 
income.  

SITUATION

FUTURE PLANS

 � In 2011 and 2012 over 450 million people were affected by disasters 

 � Cost in damages per year are an average of around $100 billion

 � Worldwide, 231 disasters caused 5469 deaths, affected 87 million people and caused $44.6 billion in economic 

damages from January to October 2012

Shaheed Zakir Hussain’s family mourning over his dead body

Maqsoud in hospital injured after an attack

The Zahra Trust is developing a contingency fund for emergencies and disasters, so that it is well prepared and 
financially equipped to aid people in a fast and efficient manner 
The Zahra Trust has purchased a house for shaheed Zakir Hussain’s family, so that they do not have to struggle 
for hand-outs every month



Food
Drive



The Zahra Trust Goal: To tackle hunger by providing 
nutritious and quality food for the vulnerable and needy. 

The Zahra Trust recognises that nutritious food is 
essential for development.  Therefore we have a special 
focus on distributing food aid in Iran where hyperinflation 
has led to soaring food prices, leaving low income families 
extremely vulnerable. The Zahra Trust provided food 
parcels across the country in 2012, which included staple 
foods such as dates, sugar, oil, tea, rice and vouchers to 
purchase meat at the market place.  

During the Holy month of Ramadhan, a time when families 
struggle the most. The Zahra Trust delivered food parcels 
to families that will last them throughout the spiritual 
month.  Alhamdulillah, in 2012, the Zahra Trust was able 
to feed 400 families in Iraq and over 100 families in Iran.  

In March 2013 on the spring festival of Nowruz The 
Zahra Trust continued with its Food Drive project and 
distributed essential food including chicken to 120 
families including Sadat’s and orphans. 

SITUATION

FUTURE PLANS

 � 1.02 billion people suffer from chronic hunger

 � 1 in 8 people in the world are hungry

The Zahra Trust wishes to provide a continuous 
supply of nutritious food to families throughout 
the year. This will enable them not to ration food in 
peak seasons of Ramadhan and Muharram when they 
receive food aid but to eat comfortably throughout 
the year  

I want to thank The Zahra Trust very much. 
May Lady Fatema Zahra(sa) give you rewards.  I 
pray for you after my daily prayers.

Mrs Najafi, a widow age 52

  A CHILD DIES FROM
    HUNGER RELATED        
CAUSES
    EVERY 13

  SECONDS



Empowering Communities



The Zahra Trust Goal: To empower communities to 
have education and sufficient skills to achieve economic 
independence and self-determination. 

In conjunction with the traditions of the Holy Prophet 
SAW who stated, “Seek knowledge from cradle to the 
grave”, The Zahra Trust believes that the future success 
of a community lies in the education of its children. The 
Zahra Trust has helped facilitate the education of children 
and adults by researching, publishing, and providing 
educational material.

The Zahra Trust has also played a key role in income 
generation and employment in Iraq; where we have 
endeavoured to provide jobs and sufficient salaries 
to individuals.  Specifically, one member that we were 
able to assist was a refugee fleeing Syria, whilst another 
man we supported with employment was stateless.  
In addition to this, The Zahra Trust has also provided 
employment to people in their time of need, an example 
of one individual’s case was that he became bankrupt 
and The Zahra Trust was able to make provisions to get 
him back on his feet through secure employment.

  1 IN 5
      ADULTS IN 

            THE DEVELOPING WORLD

       CANNOT READ OR WRITE.

SITUATION

FUTURE PLANS

 � Most illiterate persons are female. In more than 

20 developing nations, illiteracy rates amongst 

women exceed 70%

 � As much as 115 million children of primary school 

age are not enrolled in school

 � More than 226 million children do not attend 

secondary school

Review Mowkeb Al Zahra Skills & Development Centre 
section

Ibrahim works at the Zahra 
Trust Najaf office.  His wife 
and son in law were killed in 
an accident in Syria, soon after 
which they fled the country 
due to the political upheaval 
and humanitarian situation in 
the country.   



Water Aid



The Zahra Trust Goal: To provide safe clean drinking 
water to the vulnerable & needy.

The Zahra Trust launched the Drink Water? Think Hussain! 
campaign in 2012 in accordance with the saying from the 
master of martyrs Aba Abdillah (a.s), ‘O my followers! 
Whenever you drink refreshing water remember me … I 
wish you all were present in Ashura and saw how I asked 
them for water for my infant, but they refused to give.’
Drink Water? Think Hussain! was a call for action, to 
remind people that whenever they drink water to 
remember Aba Abdillah and not to forget the 1 in 10 
people around the world today that do not have access 

to safe clean drinking water.  Through this campaign and 
previous work, The Zahra Trust established over ten 
wells that have given safe clean water to thousands of 
people.   

10000 Drink Water? Think Hussain! wristbands and 1000 
car signs were distributed nationally in thirty two centres,  a 
number of university societies, and internationally including 
countries such as USA, Canada, UAE, Madagascar, Sweden 
and Iraq amongst others for free as a form of tableegh 
and awareness prompting individuals to remember Imam’s 
hadith and act on his actions.   

SITUATION FUTURE PLANS
 � Every 8 seconds a child dies of dirty water

The Zahra Trust wishes to expand its programmes 
from Afghanistan to help provide safe clean drinking 
water in other developing countries

11% 
OF THE  WORLD 

LACK ACCESS TO 
CLEAN WATER



Global Sadat Programme



The Zahra Trust Goal: Assist poor Sadat through 
Khums obligatory tax in various areas such as survival, 
development and education.  

The Zahra Trust has obtained written ijaza for khums 
from four Grand Ayatullahs including: Sayed Ali Al-Sistani, 
Sayed M.S. Al-Hakim, Sheikh Bashir Al-Najafi  and Sheikh 
Ishaq Al-Fayadh which can be found on our website at 
www.zahratrust.com.

Through the generous support of our donors we have 
been able to assist Sadat families in Iran and Iraq whose 
main source of income comes from Khums, and has 

helped provide them with basic necessities such as 
food, clothing and blankets.  Khums tax has allowed us 
to support some Sadat cleric’s families who need crucial 
attention and care.  The Zahra Trust is one of the few 
organisations that exclusively deliver your Sahme Sadat 
to vulnerable Sadat families. 

One of the special cases in which the Khums tax has 
been applied is for a Syed widow in Iran who is very weak 
and is continuously in and out of hospital due to kidney 
failure.  As she has no husband to depend on, the Khums 
tax has allowed her to pay hospital fees.

   MAJORITY OF THE

       POOR SADAT LIVE
IN IRAN, PAKISTAN, INDIA,
            IRAQ AND AFGHANISTAN

Thank you very much, you made me 
really happy. 

Hawra Mousavi, age 12

FUTURE PLANS
The Zahra Trust would like to develop a comprehensive 
list of vulnerable sadats in our operational areas to 
ensure that khums assistance is made available to all 
of those in need of it 



Family Matters



The Zahra Trust Goal: For all families to be provided 
sufficient education and skills, food and shelter to 
enhance their future.  

One of the most pressing issues in Iraq is the increase 
in the number of widows and orphans as a result of 
war.  Poverty continues to be one of the most chronic 
problems for families in this area, thus the Trust has 
set up an orphan and widow sponsorship programme 
which is truly unique.  Usually when money is given 
to beneficiaries it is common that the person can be 
exploited for it. As a result, the Trust keeps detailed 
records of each family and ensures their requirements are 
met in the form of paying rent, buying food and paying 
for medical assistance etc. by the Trust themselves. 

SITUATION
 � 1 in 10 women in Iraq are widows 

 � There are over 143 million orphans in the world today

EVERY DAY

5760
MORE CHILDREN
BECOME
ORPHANS

‘We used to live in Diyalah…one day around one o’clock two cars stopped in front 
of our house, the men’s faces were covered.  They ran up to the door and just 
entered straight away; they blindfolded him (husband) with a scarf and put him in 
one of their cars.  Till this day we know nothing.  We rented this house and live in 
it.  We live with what we have, and The Zahra Trust is helping us.  They bought us 
a fridge and a cooler, and also a water tank and shopping.  May Allah keep and 
bless them.’

Widow from the outskirts of Najaf
looking after a family of 10

FUTURE PLANS
Review Mowkeb Al Zahra Skills & Development Centre 
section



Spiritual
Development



The Zahra Trust Goal: To develop and promote 
knowledgeable English speaking scholars, productions, 
and publications. 

The Zahra Trust has been promoting the teachings of the 
Ahlulbayt in the English language through a number of 
mediums.  The first being high quality Islamic productions 
that range from speeches addressing common social 
problems to open discussions on the misconceptions 
surrounding the Islamic faith.  In addition to this, we have 
also researched and published books. 

The Zahra Trust has set up Hawza Amir ul Mo’mineen(a) 
in Najaf which uses traditional hawza style methods for 
English speaking students. Alhamdulillah every year the 
number of students increases.  In addition to this, the  

Sehme Imam Khums taxes allow us to support worthy 
causes such as the monthly salaries of hawza students 
and their teachers.   This salary is crucial in allowing the 
students to gain a greater understanding of the teachings 
of the Ahlulbayt so that inshallah in the future they can 
provide further insight into the beautiful religion of Islam 
and propagate it adequately.

FUTURE PLANS
To increase the capacity and facility of the hawza 
to accommodate the increasing number of students

‘ The facilities provided by The Zahra Trust have been 
outstanding in accommodating the needs of all the students 
with regards to the study program, living standards, and 
providing support for any personal requests.

With the permission of God we will see the project expand 
even further in the near future.’

Anwar Jaffer, age 24 in his third year in the howza



Campaigns &
Advocacy



The Zahra Trust Goal: To understand and follow Imam 
Ali(a.s) guidance on development:  ‘Allah SWT has fixed a 
share for the poor in the wealth of the rich. Consequently, 
whenever a destitute remains hungry it is because some 
rich persons have denied him (his share).’

Parallel to our development work on the ground, we 
are addressing and raising awareness about helping 
to address and raise awareness of the root causes of 
poverty and suffering across the world.  The Trust 
launched the #ShareOfMyWealth campaign to educate 
individuals on not only about the dire situation of people 
across the globe, but also the etiquettes in providing 
assistance to the people.  This changes the current 
perception that people have about helping the poor; 
from people perceiving that they are doing them a 
favour to the concept of Imam Ali (a.s) who projected 
a rights based approach to development, where in fact 
the vulnerable have equal rights and that it is the duty of 

the rich to give to the poor as they have been bestowed 
wealth to share.

In addition to this, The Zahra Trust has launched a weekly 
news bulletin that notifies the public of humanitarian 
issues. This innovative way of portraying developmental 
issues reinforces the importance of supporting the 
needy.

In 2013 we also joined a global coalition of charities 
under the banner of Enough Food For Everyone IF, 
campaigning for world leaders at the G8 summit in June 
2013 to provide 0.7% of their national income for aid 
and to host a Hunger Summit.  The campaign involved 
lobbying world leaders to take action and change the 
future for millions of people who live with the day to day 
struggle against hunger. 

    ONE CHILD 

 DIES EVERY

4 SECONDS

       DUE TO POVERTY

SITUATION
 �  Over 1.4 billion people in the developing world live below the poverty line ($1.25 per day)

 � 22,000 children die each day due to poverty

 � The wealth of the 7 richest people in the world could set the poorest 41 countries with 567 million 

people in the world free.

FUTURE PLANS
Lobby governments to provide lasting change in 
developing countries



Zawar Initiative



The Zahra Trust Goal: To provide zawars assistance in 
the form of food, water, shelter, medical attention, and 
access to English lecturers. 

To provide the zawars of Imam Hussain (a.s), with food, 
shelter, lectures in English and anything else that will 
ease their journey to the Holy Land of Karbala.

Arabeen in Iraq is the largest peaceful gathering in the 
world, and in 2012-2013 it was attended by over 18 

million people.  The Zahra Trust set up Mowkeb “al Zahra”
that consisted of four tents, one designated for men 
and one for women. Both had blankets and mattresses.  
Another tent was used for storage of food, the most 
successful tent was the massage tent which alleviated 
the aches and pains of the zawars that were walking.

The Zahra Trust also provided zawars food and drink.  
Over the period of ten days, twelve sheep were 
slaughtered, supplemented by frozen meat and chicken.  
The Zahra Trust provided meals three times a day, both 
to people staying in the mowkeb and also to the zawars 
in the surrounding Hussainiya’s.  Meals included curries 
with meat or chicken and at breakfast we provided 
bread, cheese and eggs.  Fruits and drinks, such as water, 
milk and juice were also distributed to the walkers. 
The Zahra Trust produced 1000 Labbayk Ya Hussain 
bags for zawars which was ideal to use on the walk 
between Najaf to Karbala and arranged for 10000 
Ziyarate Arbaeen books to be given to zawars.  



MORE THAN

     18 MILLION
     PEOPLE IN ARBAEEN 1434 IN IRAQ

“… I remember arriving at the Trust’s 
building in Najaf very late at night, and 
we were warmly welcomed by everyone 
there. To our surprise, dinner and sleeping 
arrangements were already prepared for 
us. We stayed there for four nights, and 
on each night there was ample sleeping 
space and what appeared to be an endless 
supply of mattresses and warm quilts. 
Eating arrangements such as breakfast, 
dinner, drinks etc. were always freshly 
brought in for everyone who was staying 
there… The level of genuine hospitality 
and support provided to us was second to 
none.  My ziarat was only made possible 
through The Zahra Trust and I will be 
forever indebted to the brothers we met 
there and will continue to pray that they 
are able to continue the good work that 
they do.”

Syed Imran Rizvi, age 32 from London



The Zahra Trust held a stall at the Imam Hussain conference 
which encouraged people to participate in a painting by asking 
them to put their thumb print with paint on the canvas. We 
had two cartons of water one filled with dirt water and one 
with clean water.  Each time someone donated towards the 
water aid project we made them add a glass of water to the 
clean water tanker to symbolise that they were helping to 
contribute to safe clean drinking water in the world.  

Events

The Zahra Trust organised the Zainabiya 
Festival, an exclusive women’s event 
on Sunday 17th March in celebration of 
Sayeda Zainab’s wiladat.  

There were a number of activities on 
the day including fashion and food stalls, 
inspirational speeches, arts and crafts, 
photo booth and a chance to be a 
presenter on TV! 



Supporters

On Sunday 24th March 2013, Daniel 
Marashi completed a 5km sponsored 
challenge whilst walking on the 
ground in a press-up position on his 
hands and toes. This mammoth task 
allowed him to raise £320 for The 

Zahra Trust projects.

We had a number of supporters in Arabeen 1434 completing 
an 81km sponsored walk from Najaf to Karbala to raise 
crucial funds for our water aid project in Afghanistan.  
Shahid Khaki was dedicated to this cause and started his 
journey in England by travelling up and down the country 
collecting funds for the walk.  Shahid Khaki collated 
signatures on a flag that he personally delivered at the end 
of his journey inside Imam Hussain(a.s) shrine.

The Zahra Trust had an arts competition with the orphans that we support to create a Milad 
un Nabi card.  The orphans were very excited about the challenge and the two brothers Jafar 
and Sadiq produced beautiful drawings which were printed and sent out to our donors on the 
birth of the Holy Prophet (SAW).  



The University of Kings College London’s Ahlul Bayt 
Society organised a fundraising dinner on the 22nd March 
2013 for The Zahra Trust Shia Genocide campaign.  The 
event included beautiful poetry recitations and speeches 
about raising awareness of the Shia killings. Alhamdulillah 
the Society raised over £300.

In January 2013 The Zahra Trust 
launched the Drink Water? Think 
Hussain! challenge where participants 
had to complete a 12 mile sponsored 
race, 9 miles by bike and 3 miles by 
foot in different regions of London. 

Hasnain Kazmi was the proud winner 
who completed the challenge in a 
record time of 1 hour and 44 minutes 
whilst also raising crucial funds for 
the water aid project.



sdasdfsdfsf

Mowkeb Al Zahra
Skills & Development Centre
With the vast expansion of zawars attending the holy ziyarat 
of Imam Hussain (a.s) over the last few years, it has become 
evident that an improved infrastructure needs to be put in 
place.

The span of 81km between Najaf to Karbala caters for zawar, 
and all helpers endeavour to facilitate people to the best of 
their ability. By the grace of the Almighty the walk has proved 
to be a milestone on the Islamic calendar and a feature that 
people yearn to attend. Numbers are set to increase in the 
foreseeable future and thus it is essential that facilities are 

disadvantaged areas.  The Zahra Trust will arrange transport 
from each region in a radius of 100km on specific days to 
utilise the facilities. 

The Centre will be built in between Najaf and Karbala at post 
number 470, an ideal location to cater for zawars and help the 
vulnerable people in the area.  The Centre will include:

built and developed in order to maintain this surge of pilgrims.
In addition The Zahra Trust has been investigating the 
developmental needs of the vulnerable in the region and 
understands that the gap between widows and married 
women is so prominent that urgent attention needs to be 
given to widows who make up an estimated 10% of society.  
Orphans too have been neglected in many areas of Iraq, and 
we would like to assist widows and orphans through the 
Mowkeb Al Zahra Skills and Development Centre in Najaf 
which is in easy access and commute to the surrounding

 ^ The Hussainiya will cater for prayer, food, rest 
space, serving food, and, of course, majalise and 
commemorat ions . 

 ^ The kitchen will be used to prepare meals for the zawars 
and slaughter the animals. 

 ^ The Thirst Station will be set at the front of the building 
to provide a constant access of water for zawar.



 ^ The Food Station will be used as a distribution area for 
zawar.

 ^ A designated massage area with a separate section for 
men and women where zawar are able to relax and be 
comforted through massage.

 ^ The Medic Centre will be an estimated 100 square 
metres and will provide essential health care treatment to 
different neighbouring regions and individuals that would 
usually have to travel on their own to cities to acquire 
quality health care.  Additionally during the peak seasons 
it will make available medicines and treatment for anyone 
feeling ill during the walk. The clinic will include a doctor, 
optician, dentist and pharmacist.  There will also be lessons 
on hygiene and sanitation preventing normal occurrences 
such as diarrhoea becoming fatal circumstances

 ^ The Children’s Centre will include an area for educational 
facilities for example training in computers to other 
forms of education.  A key aspect of the training that the 
centre will provide to children will be a skill set in a certain 
profession to allow children to craft expertise at an early 

age. This will alleviate children’s families worries in sending 
them to a centre instead of working on the streets from 
a young age.  Consequently, it will allow The Zahra Trust 
to keep children in education for longer and provide them 
a profession.

 ^ Female Facilities will be exclusively for women and will 
have a variety of departments catering for women’s 
needs and issues.  There will be an education section 
encouraging women to learn basic literacy, numeracy and 
skills training to enable women to improve or start a new 
profession, for example sewing or teaching.  Counselling 
facilities will be provided to both children and women 
who have been traumatised as a result of war and living 
conditions. 

 ^ Leisure Facilities will include an indoor swimming pool, 
recreational grounds and a football pitch.  This part of 
the centre will be important for children to enjoy their 
childhood, but also to create healthy competition and 
achievement in the form of Sports Days etc.



The Zahra Trust is based in London, UK, with 

offices in Najaf and Qum with affiliate offices 

in Kabul and Islamabad. 

Trustees:

 Z Syed Mohsen Sharifi

 Z Sheikh Ali Massoumi

 Z Mrs. Mubina Hassan

 Z Sheikh Anwar Ali Najafi

Chair: Sheikh Ali Massoumi

CEO: Mrs. Mubina Hassan 

Working with other Organisations:

The Zahra Trust works with other 

organisations towards realising common goals.  

These include:

 Z Abu Dhar Muslim Mission (Tanzania)

 Z Al Hikma (Iraq)

 Z Al Mizan (UK)

 Z Alulbayt Foundation (International)

 Z Beta Charitable Trust (UK)

 Z Bilal Muslim Mission (Kenya)

 Z COEJ (Europe)

 Z Hussaini Foundation (Pakistan)

 Z Imam Ali foundation UK

 Z Iman Trust (Pakistan)

 Z Iman UK

 Z Jabir ibn Hayyan (Pakistan)

 Z WABIL (UK)

Organisational Structure



Financial History
FINANCIAL HISTORY

WHERE THE MONEY IS SPENT



www.zahratrust.com

131 Walm Lane, Cricklewood, London, NW2 3AU, United Kingdom

Tel: +44 )0( 208 452 7565 Email: info@zahratrust.com

Charity Registration Number: 1129501

facebook.com/TheZahraTrust

Follow @TheZahraTrust

Subscribe on youtube.com/thezahratrust

Gift Aid Number: XT19092


